History 4, 1 Year Condensed
Date:

Day 1

Week 1
1

Day 2

2

Schedule
Day 3

3

Day 4

4

Day 5

5

History/Geography
Pedro’s Journal

Wee Sing America

Aug. 3–Sept. 10

Sept. 13–Oct. 5

d

Oct. 7–Oct. 16

Oct. 23–Dec. 13

chap. 3

chap. 4



“The Stars and Stripes Forever” p. 12

Read-Alouds
The Witch of Blackbird
Pond

chap. 1

chap. 2


d

Oxford Illustrated Book
of American Children’s
Poems

p. 8



p. 9

Readers
Om-kas-toe

chap. 1

chap. 2

d

chap. 3

chap. 4
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Other Subjects (Math, Science, etc)

N Note to Mom or Dad   Map Point  d Timeline Figure  d Timeline Suggestion

History 4, One Year Condensed | Section Two | Week 1 | Schedule

Day 1

capstan bars: a wooden lever used for turning the capstan (a cylinder to wind a rope) by hand.

History/Geography

hawser: large rope for towing or mooring to a dock.

Pedro’s Journal | August 3–September 10
Note: Marco Polo served Kublai Klan in China, not India.
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

What are the three famous ships’ names? [Aug. 3]
the Niña, Pinta and Santa Maria
Was everyone excited by this new adventure? [Aug. 3]
most people thought it wouldn’t work
How does Columbus encourage the fearful soldiers?
[Sept. 10]
he shames them, promises them riches and fame, declares
that the first man to see land will receive a reward or
10,000 maravedis, he records the distances as less than
they are, makes strong statements like, “the North Star
moved,” a falling meteor always portends great blessings

Timeline and Map Activities
d

Wee Sing America | “The Stars and Stripes Forever”
p. 12
Listen to the track throughout the entire week.

Read-Alouds

To Discuss After You Read

Since the Pilgrims came to the New World in 1620,
this story is set 67 years later in 1687. The colonists have
settled in, built communities and set up governments.
Kit comes from a longer settled island, Barbados. As a
British colony, it had close ties to England. Kit’s grandfather as a wealthy plantation owner, with land granted by
the king would feel great loyalty to his majesty. Remember, the colonies were established by people who chose
to leave the Church of England and worship in a different
fashion. Kit’s world differed greatly from New England.
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:

The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapter 1

A:

Setting

Saybrook, Massachusetts; 1687
Four new passengers were embarking for the trip up
the river, a shabby, dour-looking man and wife and their
scrawny little girl … (harsh and forbidding)

Why would Kit’s grandfather teach her to swim as soon
as she could walk?
probably to keep her safe—in a place surrounded by
water, he wouldn’t want her to drown
How does John Holbrook view Barbados? And Kit?
a heathen island in the West Indies; for Kit it was as civilized as England, with shops, fine streets, a famous town
(Bridgetown)

Timeline and Map Activities
d

Vocabulary

How did the New Englanders respond to Kit’s swimming adventure?
with shock, horror, and anger, for no one could swim. The
water was too cold and people had no time for recreational swimming





Kit arrives in Saybrook (1687)
Connecticut River (F11) (map 2)
Bridgetown, Barbados (D3) (map 3)
Wethersfield (D5); Saybrook (E5) (map 4A)

“You must be daft,” the woman hissed. (silly, foolish, crazy)

Readers

She had made them both laugh, but underneath her
nonchalance, Kit felt uneasy. (an attitude reflecting a lack
of concern)

Om-kas-toe | Chapter 1

***

Setting

Northwest states; early 1700s

brigantine: light swift seagoing vessel to sail or row.

Overview

pinnaces: light sailing ship that is often schooner-rigged
but sometimes is propelled by oars.

In the early 1700s, Om-kas-toe (whose name means
“raven”) finds an injured raven that he rescues and brings
back to health. This raven saves the Blackfeet repeatedly:
it finds a lost baby, locates food when needed, rescues

deadlights: heavy pieces of glass set in a ship’s deck or
hull to admit light below the deck.
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Columbus (1451–1506) discovers the New World
(1492)
Canary Islands (C4); India (D8) (map 3)
Palos, Spain (E1) (map 4B)

Roundheads: Puritan or member of the Parliamentary
party in England at the time of Charles I and Oliver Cromwell. Charles I was executed January 30, 1649. The term
‘round-head’ originated as a term of disparagement, referring to the Puritans’ disapproval of the long hair favored
by royalists.

Om from the enemy, and guides Om’s family to him when
he lies nearby close to death. Om has other adventures as
well. Om steals a horse and ends up back in the camp with
his family, his raven, and his elkdog.
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

What does Om learn from the wolves?
that they work together—each has a job to do, and then
each enjoys the food
Why is Twin Sister almost killed at birth?
Blackfeet think twins are bad because women will not be
able to do all their work and a girl will take milk from the
boy, who needs it more to become strong
Why is Twin Sister not killed?
Tall Woman promises to do all her work and Old Man says
she should be allowed to try since she is the best woman
he has ever seen, and he recommends the tribe allow her
to try to raise both
Why is Om glad to find a young raven?
ravens bring good medicine, and luck to their owner

Timeline and Map Activities
©2015 by BookShark, LLC. All rights reserved.

d

Horses come to America (early 1500s)

“You warned me never to do it again,” Kit replied incautiously. (in a careless, rash manner)
***
fumed: in a state of excited irritation or anger.
prow: the bow of a ship.
daub: touch or lightly pat.
scudded: to sail with little or no sail set.
Accidence: the book, Accidence: A Short Introduction to the
Latin Tongue, by Ezekiel Cheever.1
Slaves began coming to America: Dutch brought slaves
to Jamestown, Virginia in 1619.2
brocaded gown: a gown that is made from richly decorative fabrics, often made from colored silks.
John Dryden: was an influential English poet and playwright.
William Shakespeare: was an English poet and playwright and is regarded as the greatest writer in the English
language.
Thomas Otway: was an English playwright.
To Discuss After You Read

Day 2

Q:

History/Geography

Q:

Pedro’s Journal | September 13–October 5
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

How did Columbus stifle mutiny? [Sept. 30]
he threatened some men, bribed others, and boasted that
they had been out of sight of land for three weeks—a new
record!

Wee Sing America | “The Stars and Stripes Forever”
p. 12

A:

A:

Why did John Holbrook want to go to Harvard?
Harvard was built as a school to train pastors
What surprises John about Kit’s reading?
first, that she could read, and second, the books she had
read: history, poetry, and plays

Timeline and Map Activities



New Orleans (H2); Boston (B11) (map 2)
Jamaica (D2); Antigua (D3) (map 3)

Oxford Illustrated Book of American
Children’s Poems | p. 8

Readers

Read-Alouds

Om-kas-toe | Chapter 2

The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapter 2

To Discuss After You Read

Vocabulary

And how could she force herself to endure another meal
at the same board with Goodwife Cruff and her cowed
shadow of a husband? (intimidated)
And it spoiled her appetite just to watch that miserable
little wraith of a child Prudence … (shadow or insubstantial copy of)
Captain Eaton treated her with a punctilious caution.
(marked by precise exact attention to details)
He’s the only one on this ship who doesn’t seem to begrudge my existence. (yield or concede with displeasure)

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Why do the Blackfeet move from site to site?
for new game, to a warmer climate, for shelter, and to
meet up with other tribes
When they move, what jobs must different people do?
dogs, women, and children carry all possessions; men
carry weapons only so they can instantly run to kill animals if they see any
Why is the baby hard to find?
he fell off the travois early in the journey so the Blackfeet
were looking in the wrong place

1. Source: www.britannica.com.
2. Source: The American Heritage Encyclopedia of American History.
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Q:
A:

Why was it important to find the baby quickly?
he could get too cold at night, or a wild animal could find
him; without good lights, he needed to be found before
nightfall

Readers
Om-kas-toe | Chapter 3
To Discuss After You Read
Q:

Day 3

A:

History/Geography

Q:

Pedro’s Journal | October 7–October 16

A:

To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Why do the sailors decide to keep sailing west? [Oct. 7]
they see signs of nearby land all day (flocks of birds, reeds
and plants, manmade carvings)
Describe the New Land. [Oct. 12]
clear water, no animals, gentle people, beautiful birds
and fish

Timeline and Map Activities


San Salvador (D2) (map 3)

Read-Alouds

A:

History/Geography
Pedro’s Journal | October 23–December 13
To Discuss After You Read
Q:

Vocabulary

A:

The three other women were all wearing some nondescript sort of coarse gray stuff. (lacking in distinguishing
marks or character)
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Why had Kit’s aunt changed so much?
life in a settlement is hard work and takes a toll on
the body
What had happened to Kit’s grandfather’s wealth?
[chap. 3]
an overseer that he trusted had robbed him of an entire
year’s crops—and grandfather had built up a lot of debts
as a result
Why does Kit think the Puritans must be King’s men like
her grandfather had been?
just as Barbados was a British colony, started by the sanction of the King, so the Americans must be loyal to King
James

4 | Week 1 | Section Two | History 4, One Year Condensed

What do the Blackfeet do with the dead buffaloes?
dry the meat, scrape hides for teepees and clothes, cut off
and clean the horns, save bones and tendons for needles
and sewing

Day 4

The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapter 3
“How lovely,” breathed Mercy, her voice as arresting as her
eyes … (seizing and holding in the focus of attention)

How do the Blackfeet hunt buffalo?
they build up V-shaped walls that end in a corral with
pointed stakes sticking inward that would stop the buffalo: the warriors make the buffalo run, the women and
children frighten the buffalo so they won’t escape through
the walls, and the warriors kill the buffalo in the corral

Do you think Columbus treated the native peoples
well? Explain. [Nov. 19]
no, he took some of them captive against their will and
mocked their gentle spirits

Wee Sing America | “The Stars and Stripes Forever”
p. 12

Read-Alouds
The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapter 4
Vocabulary

Kit hesitated, chagrined. (distress brought on by humiliation, hurt pride, disappointment, or consciousness of failure
or error)
At her brilliant eyes and tremulous smile her two daughters stared in unbelief. (affected with fear or timidity: wavering)
“‘Tis not gaudy, and ‘twill keep off the draft there by the
chimney.” (making a pretentious show of excellence, elegance, beauty, or worth)
Matthew’s glance moved from the shawl to his daughter’s
quiet eyes, and barely perceptibly the grim line of his jaw
relaxed. (visibly)
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Wee Sing America | “The Stars and Stripes Forever”
p. 12

Q:

Why are buffalo dangerous to hunt?
they are very large, with sharp horns that gore and huge
hoofs that kick

***
paduasoy: a rich heavy corded silk fabric.
helve: the handle of a tool or weapon: haft.
carding wool: combing the wool to align the fibers in
preparation for spinning it into yarn.
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:

A:

Q:
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A:

Q:
A:

Why do you think the minister preached against five
slits in dress sleeves?
because in his opinion it showed excessive attention to
worldly vanities
From what Mercy says about never getting out, for she
doesn’t go to Meeting, is there a large social schedule
in town?
no, Meeting is the only activity she mentions not going
to—there isn’t much going on in town
Why does Uncle Matthew not want his women to accept gifts from Kit?
they don’t need such fancy stuff, they don’t require charity from anyone, nor does he want his daughters’ heads
turned to Kit’s vanity
Why would a boy cousin have been preferred?
to help Uncle Matthew with the work—the housework
can get done, but the farm work could have used
extra help

Timeline and Map Activities


Hartford, Connecticut (F11) (map 2)

Oxford Illustrated Book of American
Children’s Poems | p. 9

Readers
Om-kas-toe | Chapter 4
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

How do the Blackfeet react when they spot enemy
Indians?
the women and children hide, the men prepare for battle
and scouts check for additional warriors
How do the Blackfeet and Snake fight?
they stand in a line—if one side outnumbers the other,
they attack immediately, otherwise, they fight at a distance, hold their ground, and go separate ways
after dark

Timeline and Map Activities



Helena, Montana (C3); Great Falls, Montana (C4)
(map 1)
Missouri River (D2) (map 2) n
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History 4, 1 Year Condensed
Date:

Day 1

Week 2
6

Day 2

7

Schedule
Day 3

8

Day 4

9

Day 5

10

History/Geography
Pedro’s Journal

Dec. 16–Jan. 9

Jan. 16–end


North American Indians
Wee Sing America

pp. 5–17

pp. 18–32

chap. 9

chap. 10

“America” p. 14

Read-Alouds
The Witch of Blackbird
Pond

chaps. 5–6

chaps. 7–8

Oxford Illustrated Book
of American Children’s
Poems



p. 10



p. 11

Readers
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Om-kas-toe

chap. 5

chap. 6

chap. 7

chap. 8

Other Subjects (Math, Science, etc)

N Note to Mom or Dad   Map Point  d Timeline Figure  d Timeline Suggestion

History 4, One Year Condensed | Section Two | Week 2 | Schedule

Day 1
History/Geography
Pedro’s Journal | December 16–January 9
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

How does Columbus deal with the sinking of the Santa
Maria? [Jan. 2]
he takes many sailors aboard the remaining ship, the
Niña and leaves 39 men to found a new settlement called
La Navidad

Wee Sing America | “America” p. 14
Listen to the track throughout the entire week.

Read-Alouds

She was studying, with deliberate appraisal, John Holbrook’s bent head and the delicate chiseled line of his
profile against the firelight. (act of estimating the value or
worth of something) [chap. 6]
“You mean call on Katherine?” Aunt Rachel’s voice was
incredulous. (unbelieving) [chap. 6]
A constrained trio lingered after Rachel had climbed
the stairs behind her husband. (restrained from free and
easy expression) [chap. 6]
A small wrinkle of concern marred her usually placid forehead. (marred: detracted from the good condition or beauty
of; placid: quiet, tranquil) [chap. 6]
***
staidness: seriousness, steadiness. [chap. 5]
divinity: the study of religion. [chap. 5]

The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapters 5–6

nonplussed: perplexed, baffled. [chap. 5]

Vocabulary

popish: disparaging term for Anglicans. [chap. 5]

The modish bonnet with curling white feathers seemed
to her uncle a crowning affront. (disrespectful insult)
[chap. 5]

This first venture outside her new home was not starting
out auspiciously for Kit but as they set out along the road
she could not repress her curiosity and bouncing spirits.
(auspiciously: fortunately; repress: control, keep down)
[chap. 5]
… and the solid ranks undulated with the constant
jerking of restless elbows straining under tight woolen
jackets. (moved in waves) [chap. 5]
A little distance away she glimpsed Goodwife Cruff,
surrounded by a close huddle of whispering women, all
darting venomous glances in Kit’s direction. (poisonous)
[chap. 5]
“Dr. Bulkeley’s sermons are always inspired,” she said
demurely, “especially when he preaches about the final
judgment.” (modestly, primly) [chap. 5]
Dr. Bulkeley glowed indulgently. (in a permissive manner)
[chap. 5]
Grudgingly Matthew Wood lifted the heavy Bible and
placed it in John Holbrook’s hand … (unwillingly: reluctantly) [chap. 6]
John’s voice was low-pitched but very clear, and the words
fell with a musical cadence that was a delight. (rhythm)
[chap. 6]
Her uncle’s terse petitions were hard enough to endure;
this prayer, she knew, would be a lengthy masterpiece.
(concise) [chap. 6]

8 | Week 2 | Section Two | History 4, One Year Condensed

whipping post: post to which an offender is tied in order
to be whipped. [chap. 5]
damask: lustrous fabric into which a pattern has been
woven. [chap. 5]
Church of England (Anglican Church): allows traditional
practices provided they were not contrary to Scripture and
seemed helpful overall to faith. [chap. 5]
Puritan Church: disallowed any religious practice that
was not specifically called for by Scripture. Puritans wanted to do away with Bishops; they emphasized preaching
instead of ritual in their services, and wanted fewer prescribed prayers in favor of personal ones. [chap. 5]
Meeting House: building used for religious meetings
that were plain in order to avoid what was considered the
idolatrous practice of the Catholic and Anglican churches
of decorating their churches with statuary and other religious art. [chap. 5]
canny: clever, cunning. [chap. 6]
inexorably: relentlessly. [chap. 6]
fulsome: offensive. [chap. 6]
timorous: showing fear or apprehension. [chap. 6]
selectman: one of a board of officers chosen usually in
staggered three-year terms in New England towns to
transact and administer the general public business of
the town. [chap. 6]

©2015 by BookShark, LLC. All rights reserved.

Rachel laid a placating hand on her husband’s sleeve.
(soothing: appeasing) [chap. 5]

pillory/stocks: means of publicly humiliating offenders by
securing their hands and/or feet in a frame to immobilize
them for a period of time. ‘Pillory’ is also a synonym for
public humiliation. [chap. 5]

To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:
Q:

Why do men sit on one side and women on the other in
the meeting house? [chap. 5]
to keep from distractions
Do you think William is wise to like a girl because of
her dress? [chap. 5]

Dr. Bulkeley is on opposite sides politically from his host
Matthew and rubs in the fact that Kit comes from a family
that has been knighted by the king. [chap. 6]
Q:

Uncle Matthew believes Dr. Bulkeley is a hypocrite and
a whited sepulcher—do you agree? [chap. 6]

Q:

Why is Uncle Matthew angry with King James?
[chap. 6]
the king has appointed a governor without any input from
people much removed from England; the king is removing
rights granted by the charter given when the settlers first
came to America

A:

The American Revolution that Dr. Bulkeley predicts happens in 1776. [chap. 6]

©2015 by BookShark, LLC. All rights reserved.

Readers
Om-kas-toe | Chapter 5
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Why do the Blackfeet move to a new winter site? Does
the move go well?
to avoid any enemy on elkdogs; no, the camp seemed
okay but when a hard winter struck they could not get any
food and were hungry

Day 2
History/Geography
Pedro’s Journal | January 16–end
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:

Read-Alouds
The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapters 7–8
Vocabulary

Judith blossomed suddenly in the firelight, and her laughter was infectious. (catching: capable of spreading from one
person to another) [chap. 7]
With new respect, she moved to pass him the wooden
bowl of popcorn, and to it she added a smile that caused
him to lapse again into scarlet-faced silence. (to sink or
slip involuntarily) [chap. 7]
The most eligible bachelor in Wethersfield and handsome, actually, in his substantial way. (sturdy, solid)
[chap. 7]
A shearing had brought a veritable mountain of gray wool
to be washed and bleached and dyed, enough to keep
Mercy carding and spinning and weaving for the next
twelve months. (an intensifier, so much so) [chap. 7]
It was coarse woven and simply made, without so much
as a single bow for trimming, but it was certainly far more
suited to the menial work she had to do in it. (generally
unskilled, lacking dignity and status) [chap. 8]
The long rows of onions looked endless, their sharp green
shoots already half hidden by encroaching weeds. (intruding: advancing beyond desirable limits) [chap. 8]
Judith, so proud and uppity, so vain of the curls that fell
just so on her shoulder, so finicky about the snowy linen
collar that was the only vanity allowed her … (uppity:
marked by airs of superiority: arrogant; finicky: excessively
dainty: fussy) [chap. 8]
“I don’t know much about children,” said Kit dubiously.
(doubtfully) [chap. 8]
***
implacable: incapable of being changed or swayed
[chap. 7]

As the Natives become less friendly, how do Columbus
and his men react? [Jan. 16]
they drew swords on unfriendly islanders and then hurriedly left for Spain in leaky ships

courting: the formally supervised process that led to
engagement and marriage. [chap. 7]

Was Columbus content to end with this voyage?
[Feb. 2]
no, Columbus planned another voyage while still on his
first one

dame school: early form of private elementary school
taught by women and held in homes that taught letters,
how to read, and how to write their names. [chap. 8]

Trace Columbus’ route from Spain to the Caribbean.

“Viewer of Fences”: official who made sure property
rights were being maintained. [chap. 7]

grammar school: elementary school. [chap. 8]
masque: dramatic performance. [chap. 8]

Timeline and Map Activities



Caribbean (D2) (map 3)
Czechoslovakia (B4); Spain (D1) (map 4B)

Wee Sing America | “America” p. 14
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To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:

Q:
A:

Q:

Q:
A:

Where had the Charter come from and what rights did
it guarantee? [chap. 7]
King Charles had given it to Connecticut 25 years earlier,
and it guarantees the freedom to write their own laws and
grants them the land they live on
Judith believes the responsibility of a husband should
be to provide a home; he does not need to keep his
wife amused as well. What do you think? [chap. 7]
What does Kit like about William and what does
she dislike? [chap. 7]
she likes that he admires her, could provide her a nice
home with servants, has opinions of his own, and that
he was the most eligible bachelor in the area; what she
dislikes is his inability to carry on a conversation, and his
sureness of his ownership—he has never asked her what
she would like

How does Om kill the trapped bull elk?
he cuts off a branch and sharpens it, then plunges the
stake into the animal’s neck
Where does Om stay the night and how does he guard
against the cold?
near a hot spring; he uses the elk-skin to make a tent and
the warm water and steam to heat the shelter and keep
him warm

The Blackfeet will use the hot spring as a medicinal soak
and a sweatbath.
Q:
A:

To Discuss After You Read

As each tribe is studied in the book, locate the tribe on
the map located in the front of the book.
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

How did Native Americans come to be called Indians?
Columbus called them “Indians,” since he thought he
reached India
How did the houses of various Indian peoples differ?
they used materials at hand and built houses to suit the
weather
Did all the Indian peoples eat the same food?
no, they ate what was available and grew crops that
thrived in their area

Wee Sing America | “America” p. 14

To Discuss After You Read

A:

Note: Since the pages are not numbered, add numbers
to the pages. Start with page 5 on the first page with text.

Why is Kit drawn to the Great Meadow? [chap. 8]
it reminded her of her home; it had space and light and
spoke of freedom

Om-kas-toe | Chapter 6

Q:

North American Indians | pp. 5–17

Q:

Readers

A:

History/Geography

What is the Great Meadow and what was it used for?
[chap. 8]
a low lying field that would occasionally become covered
with river flood waters; the soil was rich and was used by
the settlement landowners for pastures or gardens

Oxford Illustrated Book of American
Children’s Poems | p. 10

Q:

Day 3

Did Om’s family enjoy all the meat?
no, each family of the tribe received an equal portion; it
helped them survive

A:

What was the main food of the Plains Indians? How did
they use it?
buffalo; they made clothes, shoes, blankets, shields, and
tepees out of the hides and weapons, tools, cups, and
rattles out of the bones, horns and hoofs

Read-Alouds
The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapter 9
Vocabulary

If two or three of the heavier boys could band together
at one end, they could make precarious sitting for the
unlucky female on the other end. (uncertain: dangerous)
While Kit resorted to ingenious tricks, Mercy possessed
the patience. (marked by cleverness and originality)
Mercy worried about this indulgence, which had begun
by accident on the second day, and proved such a success
that she had weakly allowed it to continue. (gratification
of a kind usually forbidden or to a degree usually considered
excessive)
Jonathon Ashby stood stolidly beside Mercy, waiting for his
chance to be the rescuer. (in a strong and sturdy manner)
“We come to inspect your school, Mistress Wood, and we
find bedlam.” (wild mad uproar)
In a panic she fled, out the door and down the roadway,
running, blind to reason or decorum, past the Meeting
House … (standards of appropriateness)

10 | Week 2 | Section Two | History 4, One Year Condensed
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A:

Why is there a push in the community to claim all available land in Hartford County in a hurry? [chap. 7]
the colonists don’t want to leave any land for the king’s
governor to grant to his favorites

She scarcely knew where to begin, but all at once she was
finding eager, incoherent words for the happy days on the
island, the plantation … (clumsy and fumbling)
In one short hour she had conjured away the rebellion
that had been seething in the girl’s mind for weeks. (conjured: to bring about as if by magic; seething: the state of
being agitated or excited)

Wee Sing America | “America” p. 14

Read-Alouds
The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapter 10

obstreperous: aggressively noisy and boisterous.
sanctioned: allowed.

Vocabulary

rapierlike: like a straight two-edged sword.
mumps: contagious viral disease marked by fever and
swelling of the glands.
masque: a form of entertainment consisting of dialog and
song, presented in elaborate productions preformed by
actors.
Q:

©2015 by BookShark, LLC. All rights reserved.

A:

Q:
A:

Why did Kit like teaching school?
she enjoyed the children who were also the only people
who seemed to appreciate her novelty, and it was a creative outlet—Kit was a gifted teacher
Why did Kit instinctively like Hannah Tupper?
Hannah accepted Kit without question or suspicion, and
trusted that Kit would accept her the same way

Timeline and Map Activities




Dorchester, Massachusetts (F12) (map 2)
Cape of Good Hope (F6) (map 3)
Hythe/Kent, England (B2) (map 4B)

Readers
Om-kas-toe | Chapter 7
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

What necessary task does Om learn?
hunting
What task excites Om initially, then grows dull quickly?
standing guard

A:

How did Indians who spoke different languages
communicate?
they used sign language
Deaf people also use sign language to communicate.

***

To Discuss After You Read

Q:

She could never be certain what thoughts were hidden behind that impassive face, but she had learned to
recognize the sudden stiffening of his jaw muscles that
meant she had said something shocking. (without passion
or feeling)
Nat winced as her claws dug rapturously into his coarse
homespun trousers. (joyously or ecstatically)
Kit was entranced. (overpowered with emotion as if in
a trance)
“As a matter of fact,” she told him haughtily, “I am a
teacher in the dame school.” (in a disdainfully proud or arrogant manner)
***
unorthodox poems: not in accordance with standard
procedure or doctrine.
flatiron: an iron with a flat smooth surface for ironing
clothes.
flax: a plant grown for its fibers that are made into linen.
Its seeds are also valuable for oil and meal for cattle feed.
Quakers: they rejected clergymen and churches because
they believed that every person had the Light of Christ
within. They dressed plainly, refused to take oaths, and
often refused to bear arms.1
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Why does Aunt Rachel not want Kit to spend time
with Hannah?
because Hannah is a Quaker and Quakers are queer and
stubborn, Quakers stir up trouble wherever they go, and
because evil can seem innocent and harmless

Day 4

Q:

History/Geography

A:

North American Indians | pp. 18–32

Timeline and Map Activities

Q:



A:

Why did the Pueblo Indians dance?
to encourage the gods to act on their behalf—bring rain,
grow crops, cure sickness

What does the money Hannah earns by spinning flax
get used for?
taxes, necessary supplies, and fines for not going to Meeting
Charlestown (C8) (map 4A)

1. Source: American Heritage Encyclopedia of American History.
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Oxford Illustrated Book of American
Children’s Poems | p. 11
Vocabulary

Xerxes: a Persian king who controlled the Jews.

Readers
Om-kas-toe | Chapter 8
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

How does Twin Girl capture the elkdog?
she walks toward it without looking at it, sings softly,
then holds its rope
What happens to the elkdog when the twins bring it to
the band?
men cautiously walk around it, then put a stronger rope
around its neck and guard it well n
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History 4, 1 Year Condensed
Date:

Day 1

Week 3
11

Day 2

12

Schedule
Day 3

13

Day 4

14

Day 5

15

History/Geography
The Landmark History
of the American People,
Volume 1
Wee Sing America

Prologue
pp. xiv–xviii

pt. 1, chap. 1
pp. 1–4
d

chap 1. pp. 5–7
(through first full
para.)

chap. 1 pp. 7–11

chap. 13

chap. 14

d

d

“There are Many Flags” p. 13

Read-Alouds
The Witch of Blackbird
Pond

chap. 11

chap. 12


Oxford Illustrated Book
of American Children’s
Poems

pp. 12–13

p. 14

Readers
Om-kas-toe

chap. 9

chap. 10

chap. 11

chap. 12
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Other Subjects (Math, Science, etc)

N Note to Mom or Dad   Map Point  d Timeline Figure  d Timeline Suggestion
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It is possible that this is one of those rare times where all
of you will have to “put your thinking caps on” and make
those caps work extra hard!

Day 1
History/Geography
The Landmark History of the American People,
Volume 1 | Prologue pp. xiv–xviii
Some Notes About the Book as a Whole

***
Some suggestions for reading:
1) Take your time reading. Stop frequently. Refer to the
maps whenever that will help. Discuss the significance of
what Boorstin is saying. He says a lot. Let your kids “enter”
in to what he is talking about.
Discuss with your children the meanings of unfamiliar
words and the significance of the information you are
learning. Ask them questions: “Can you think of any situation today that is like the one that James Oglethorpe
faced when he suggested shipping the poor people of
London to Georgia?” “What do you think was good about
the Quakers’ refusal to fight? What was not so good?” And
so forth.
By taking the time to discuss what you are reading, the
concepts and vocabulary will become familiar to your children, and your children will see why what you are discussing is so important, even today.
2) Remember that, while education can be fun and
interesting, students do not always view it that way.
Sometimes we need simply to buckle down and discipline
ourselves to learn what we are being taught whether we
like it or not.

Listen to the track throughout the entire week.

Read-Alouds
The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapter 11
Vocabulary

Sighing, Kit glanced over the docilely bent heads of her
charges towards the open doorway, and as she did so a
sudden motion caught her attention. (obediently)
In all her short life, the child had seldom seen, and certainly never held in her hands, anything so lovely as the
exquisite little silver hornbook. (delightful)
Terror blanched the child’s face. (took the color out of)
Completely disarmed, Prudence went down on her knees.
(made powerless)
***
filigree: delicate ornamental openwork.
adroit: shrewd: skilled.
riven: split.
Gambrel: roof with a lower steeper slope and an upper
flatter one.
settle: wooden bench with high arms.
Anne Bradstreet: (1612–1672) recognized as the first
American poet and first woman to have work published.
resin: tree sap.
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
Q:
A:
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How did Mercy come to grips with all the things as a
cripple she couldn’t do?
she focused instead on all the things she could do
Why does Kit wonder at all the time spent in teaching
children to read?
once they know how to read, what will they have available to read—nothing but the Bible and religious tracts
Why does Kit bring Prudence to Hannah’s?
for a place to store the horn, but moreover, she believes
Prudence needs a refuge even more than she does
What was Hannah’s cure for every ill?
blueberry cake, a kitten, and love
Why are the settlers afraid of Hannah?
they don’t understand her, and people fear what they
don’t understand

©2015 by BookShark, LLC. All rights reserved.

Most of us know little about the colonial foundations of
America beyond those laid by the British adventurers in
Jamestown and the Pilgrims in Massachusetts. And even
when it comes to the Pilgrims, we know little more than
that they felt persecuted in England and wanted to go to
a land where they could worship in freedom.
Mr. Boorstin not only gives us the outline of the Pilgrims’
story, but he explains some of their beliefs and why they
were persecuted. Moreover, he tells us about the Quakers in Pennsylvania and how and why they differed from
the Pilgrims. And he tells us about the London poor who
moved to Georgia. And the Dutch traders in New York.
And… .
In Chapters 7 and 8, Boorstin explains how the geography of the New World created a very different feeling
among Virginia plantation owners with respect to “Olde
England” as compared to the Massachusetts farmers and
their kinsmen in England. For the one group, as Boorstin
explains, the ocean was a highway, an invitation for commerce; for the other, it was a wall, an obstacle pushing
them toward self-sufficiency and independence.
All in all, Boorstin tells us about matters few of us are
familiar with. I hope you enjoy the journey!

Wee Sing America | “There are Many Flags” p. 13

Q:
A:

What does the fact that William was unsure whether to
try a new roof style tell about his character?
he was cautious, and concerned about what the neighbors would say

had given up hope that the Church might be renewed or
purified. Therefore, they also lost interest in seeking that
end. These people, therefore, separated themselves from
the Church (thus their name).
Encyclopedia Britannica explains:

Readers

Of the 102 colonists, 35 were members of the English
Separatist Church (radical faction of Puritanism) who
had earlier fled to Leyden, the Netherlands, to escape
persecution at home… . [T]he Separatists negotiated
with a London stock company to finance a pilgrimage to America. Approximately two-thirds of those
making the trip aboard the Mayflower were nonSeparatists, hired to protect the company’s interests;
these included John Alden and Myles Standish.
These first settlers … did not become known as
the Pilgrim Fathers until two centuries after their
arrival [when] at a commemorative bicentennial
celebration in 1820, orator Daniel Webster used the
phrase Pilgrim Fathers, and the term became common usage.

Om-kas-toe | Chapter 9
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

How can the Blackfeet get more elkdogs?
send warriors to capture some from their enemies
At first, what do the Blackfeet need to learn about the
elkdogs?
how to ride, how much time the elkdogs need to eat and
rest, and how to use them to hunt

Day 2

Timeline and Map Activities
d
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History/Geography

d

The Landmark History of the American People,
Volume 1 | Part 1, Chapter 1 pp. 1–4




Vocabulary

Massachusetts receives royal charter and becomes
a legal English colony (1629)
Pilgrims arrive on the Mayflower (1620)
Plymouth (C8); Massachusetts Bay Colony (present day
Salem) (B8) (map 4A)
Explore the maps on pages 3–4 of your book.

plantations: places where settlers lived. [p. 1]

Wee Sing America | “There are Many Flags” p. 13

emigrate: to leave a country and settle in a different one.
[p. 4]

Read-Alouds
The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapter 12

To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Why did colonists come to America? [p. 1]
for a better future for themselves and their children; to escape
trouble; for an opportunity to become wealthy; to find protection from harm; some were forced to come by others
Why did advertisers want people to come to America?
[p. 3]
since they owned land in America, by getting people to
settle there they could make a lot of money off their investments
Why did the Puritans want to go to America? [p. 4]
they were being persecuted

Vocabulary

She expected that when they reached South Road Nat
would turn back, but to her consternation he strode
along beside her, and even when she hesitated at Broad
Street he did not take the hint. (amazement or dismay that
throws into confusion)
Morosely Kit followed the family into the house. (sullenly;
gloomily)
***
scythe: a tool for cutting grass or grain.

Puritans vs. Pilgrims

Boorstin carefully distinguishes the “Pilgrim Fathers”
from the Puritans. He says (p. 5) “The Puritans who moved
to America aboard the Mayflower called themselves
Pilgrims.” Though the Pilgrims were Puritans theologically,
they were a subset of the Puritans.
The Puritans believed the Church of England needed to
be reformed and purified (thus the name Puritan). Most
Puritans remained inside the Church in hopes of bringing
about the changes they sought. The Separatists, by contrast, while holding virtually identical theological views,

Puritan solemnity: a result of their focus on leading a
pious life, which was an earthly sign of their ‘predestination.’1
To Discuss After You Read
Q:

Nat thinks proper schooling includes navigation and
numbers and reading for books can be good company.
What do you think schooling should include?

Q:

How does Nat explain loyalty to government?
the settlers will be loyal as long as the king keeps his
word—a man has to be true to where he lives

A:

1. Sources: America Past and Present: Volume One to 1877 and A People
and A Nation: A History of the United States: Volume One to 1877.
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Timeline and Map Activities



Naples, Florida (H8) (map 1)
Carlisle Bay (D3); Jamaica (D2) (map 3)




1

To Discuss After You Read

A:

Q:
A:

Why do the enemy warriors leave Om behind?
Wise Bird does such amazing tricks they think Om
has powerful medicine and do not want to hurt this
great spirit

History/Geography
The Landmark History of the American People,
Volume 1 | Chapter 1 pp. 5–7 (through first full paragraph)
Vocabulary

catechism: a book of summaries of religious teaching
used to educate children and adults. [p. 6]
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

What was the Mayflower Compact? [p. 5]
a document, signed by the Pilgrims, that created a new
government
What was The New England Primer and why was it created? [p. 6]
a book used to educate children; the Puritans created it as
a reader and as a book of religious teaching (catechism)

Timeline and Map Activities
d



Mayflower Compact (1620)
New England (B11) (map 2)

6

7

8

Canaan

Wee Sing America | “There are Many Flags” p. 13

Read-Alouds
The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapter 13
Vocabulary

“I’ll find one, never you fear,” she said blithely. (cheerfully)
There would be no more endless drudgery, and she could
snap her fingers at a woman like Goodwife Cruff. (fatiguing
work)
“If you will come courting such a headstrong, brazen girl,”
he said indulgently, “then I can only give you both my
blessing.” (brazen: lacking modesty: unabashedly frank;
indulgently: in a permissive manner)
“You won’t need to help me out,” he added with unwonted
humor. (rare, unusual)
This silk dress is not warm enough for New England, she
thought irrelevantly. (in a not applicable manner, unnecessarily)
Kit sat helpless, her cheeks on fire, and then the laughter
and the cheering left her giddy as William stepped resolutely forward to claim his forfeit. (penalty)
***
propitious: favorable.
provocatively: in an appealing, encouraging manner.
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
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Kit plans to marry William because then “she could
come and go as she pleased. There would be no more
endless drudgery, and she could snap her fingers at a
woman like Goodwife Cruff. Besides, William admired
her.” Are these good reasons to marry?
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Day 3

5

D

Why does the elkdog diet delight the Blackfeet?
they just need grass and water, not meat
How does Om get trapped?
as he seeks to discover the whereabouts of the enemy, he
is surrounded by them and has nowhere to go

4

Jerusalem
C

Om-kas-toe | Chapter 10

Q:

3

B

Readers

A:

2

A

Oxford Illustrated Book of American
Children’s Poems | pp. 12–13

Q:

Jerusalem (C4); Canaan (C4) (see map below)

Readers

Timeline and Map Activities

Om-kas-toe | Chapter 11

d

d
d

To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

How does Om hide his footprints?
steps on the rocks, pulls off a tree branch and uses the
needles to wipe away his footprints; also he walks in water

d

Wee Sing America | “There Are Many Flags” p. 13

Read-Alouds

Where does Om find his tribe’s warriors, and what do
they do for him?
by the hot spring; they listen and feed him and make him
sit in the hot water until his muscles feel better

The Witch of Blackbird Pond | Chapter 14
To Discuss After You Read
Q:

Day 4

A:

History/Geography

Readers
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Vocabulary

Om-kas-toe | Chapter 12

Zion: the hill where the Israelites built Jerusalem, their
Holy City. [p. 7]
Governor Bradford: William Bradford (1590–1657), leader
of Plymouth Colony, author of the journal Of Plymouth
Plantation, and credited with beginning the American
tradition of Thanksgiving. [p. 10]

To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

To Discuss After You Read

Q:

Q:

A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:

A:

Why do you think Kit loved the autumn with all its
colors? [chap. 14]
perhaps in its own way, the brilliance of color reminded
her of Barbados

Oxford Illustrated Book of American
Children’s Poems | p. 14

The Landmark History of the American People,
Volume 1 | Chapter 1 pp. 7–11

A:

Harvard College founded (1636)
Squanto first helps the Pilgrims (1621)
Pequot attack and retribution. More than 500
Pequot die (1636)
King Philip’s War (1675–1676)

Why did the Puritans found Harvard College? [p. 7]
they were very interested in education and wanted to have
well-educated ministers

Why does Otterman need to know the location of the
enemy’s camp?
to know how many warriors they have, where they are
going, and, ultimately, to protect their families
What does Om’s father tell him to do?
intercept the warriors and direct them along the river so
their trip will take less time n

How did Squanto help the Pilgrims? [p. 8]
he showed them how to plant corn, how to fertilize soil,
where to catch fish, and how to trap beaver
Why did colonists want to destroy the Pequots? [p. 8]
because of the Pequot attack on Oldham and his partners,
their kidnapping of two children, and the Pequot killing of
seven colonists
The leader of the raiding troop that killed more than
500 Pequot men, women, and children said, “Thus did
the Lord judge among the heathen, filling the place
with dead bodies!” What do you make of his statement?
Do you agree with the response of the colonists? Why
or why not? [p. 9]
answers will vary
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